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INTRODUCTION
Scholarly Information Life Cycle
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Scholarly Communication
In transition
 Publications only part of the networked “system”
 Traditional outlets constrained (e.g. the “journal crisis)
 Disciplines are experimenting
 New formats present preservation challenges, some 
material not “printable”
 Responsibilities not yet fully defined
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Scholarly Communication
Science
“Science projects are data publishers. The scale 
and complexity of current and future science data 
changes the nature of the publication process. 
Publication is becoming a major project 
component. At a minimum, a project must 
preserve the ephemeral data it gathers.”
Jim Gray (Microsoft research), et al
Online Scientific Data Curation, Publication, Archiving
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Scholarly Communication
Healthy system works for all stakeholders
 Authors




 rational economics for books, journals
 Academic disciplines
 assessments, procedures
 Universities and Libraries
 providing access, judging impact
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Scholarly Communication
Systemic changes
 Understandings among scholars, publishers, 
institutions, libraries
 Publisher/Library agreements for long-term access and 
preservation
 Role of scholarly, university presses
 Institutional Repositories (part of the picture)
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Institutional Repositories
 Institutionally-based
 Scholarly material in digital formats
 Cumulative and perpetual
 Open and interoperable
 But not necessarily free!
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Possible Content
 Preprints, eprints





 Images (visual, scientific, etc.)
 Audio/Video files





 Digitized library 
collections
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Institutional Motivation
 Curatorial Responsibility for the ‘Scholarly Record’
 Institutional Publicity/Reputation Management
 Devolved scholarly authority to contribute to discipline
 Managed approach to asset and reputation management
 Enrich the Discourse of Scholarly Communication
 Surface rich resources (“research disclosure”)
 New opportunities for access, analysis, re-use
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Why Libraries?
 Mission
 Research and learning behaviors are changing …
… a major challenge for research libraries is to find ways 
of continuing to create value within the research and 
learning process 
 Expertise 
 Large-scale, professional collection management
 Assessment/collection policies and procedures
 Cataloging/metadata (i.e. discovery and access)
 Long-term preservation
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Opportunity for Transformation
New information management paradigm
 Restore balance
 Enable new communication modes
 Share in a gift economy
 Enhance reputation
 Preserve new media
 Protect research
 Expedite new knowledge transfer
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DSPACE
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DSpace
 Vision (1999)
A federated repository that makes available the collective 
intellectual resources of the world’s leading research 
institutions
 Mission
Create a scalable digital archive that preserves and 
communicates the intellectual output of MIT’s faculty 
and researchers
Support adoption by and federation with other research 
institutions
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DSpace is…
 An open source digital asset management system
 A technology platform for Institutional Repositories
 A federation of digital repositories across multiple 
academic research institutions
 A production service of MIT Libraries to its local 
research community
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DSpace Value Proposition
 Born-digital asset management (any format)
 Information life cycle management
 Long-term archiving and preservation
 Functioning, open source platform
 Community information model
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DSpace
 Captures
 Digital research material in any formats directly from 
creators 
 Describes
 Descriptive, technical, rights metadata
 Assigns persistent identifiers
 Distributes
 Searches metadata
 Delivers via Web, with necessary access control
 Preserves
 Large-scale, stable, managed long-term storage
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DESIGN
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Information Model
 Communities
 Research units of the organization
 Collections
 Arbitrary groupings of items
 Items 
 Logical units of content 
 Receive persistent identifiers
 Bitstreams 
 Individual digital files
 Receive preservation treatment
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MIT Communities
 Center for Global Change Science 
 Center for Innovation in Product Development (CIPD)
 Center for Technology, Policy, and Industrial Development (CTPID) 
 Department of Ocean Engineering 
 Laboratory for Information and Decision Systems (LIDS) 
 MIT Press 
 Research Laboratory for Electronics (RLE) 
 Singapore-MIT Alliance (SMA) 
 Sloan School of Management
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DSpace
Open source dynamic digital repository
Visual Explanations by Dynamic Diagrams
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TECHNOLOGY
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Open Source Software
 Code available to all, free of charge
 No formal support from HP or MIT
 Shared responsibility for software 
enhancement and evolution
 Safety in numbers (e.g. large community 
of adopters with vested interest)
 Governance structure in development
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Standards-based
 Java (hardware and OS platform independent)
 Standards Compliant
 X.509 digital certificates for access control
 OpenURL
 OAI-PMH
 Z39.50 and SRW
 CNRI Handles
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CHALLENGES
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Faculty Acceptance
 Build trust by adding value
 Google indexing, preservation
 Accept variety of content
 preprints and publications, digital research material, 
educational material
 Respect discipline differences
 access control, review process, copyright and IP attitudes
 Develop institutional support
 broad advocacy, mission relevance
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Institutional Repositories
unlike traditional libraries
 Not “published” material
 Institutionally-based selection criteria
 Shared selection, processing responsibility
 Shared curatorial control
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Institutional Repositories
unlike traditional archives
 Acquisition at point of creation
 Shared selection, processing responsibility
 Shared curatorial control
 Includes non-document material
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Policy Definition
 New services needs new policies
 Institutional
 Intellectual property, privacy
 Ownership of theses, research articles, teaching 
material, etc.
 Library
 Collections, e.g. student work? teaching material?
 Access, e.g. restrictions? fees?
 Use of Creative Commons licenses
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Sustainability
 Business plan for MIT
 Built operating cost models
 Developed revenue options
 Unique to every organization
 Tied to service model, local resources
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MIT Service Model
 Core Services (free)
 Address common needs
 Basic functionality and support
 Premium Services (for fee)
 Support extraordinary resource demands
(e.g. disk space, metadata consulting, digitization)
 Provide added value for special cases
 Control impact on library resources
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DIGITAL
PRESERVATION
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Digital Preservation
 Repositories don’t “do” preservation
 Preservation operations are defined by
 Digital collections in hand
 Cost/benefit tradeoffs
 Local policy
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Digital Preservation
 MIT Philosophy
 Lots of digital material is already lost
 Most digital material is at risk
 Preserving bits better than nothing 
 Capture as much information as possible 
 Evaluate cost/benefit tradeoffs over time
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Digital Preservation
 Supported
 Provides for future content usability
 Migration for texts, images, audio, etc.
 Emulation for software, multimedia, etc.
 Unsupported
 Bit preservation at minimum
 Migration when possible
e.g. commercial conversion services




 e.g. TIFF, SGML/XML, PDF
 Known/unsupported formats
 e.g. Microsoft Word, PowerPoint (common)
 e.g. Lotus 1-2-3, Visicalc, WordStar (less common)
 Unknown/unsupported
 Highly complex and rare formats
 e.g. one-of-a-kind software programs
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Digital Preservation
 Emerging international preservation infrastructure, 
e.g.
Global Digital Format Registry
UK Digital Curation Centre
UK National Archives PRONOM
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DSPACE 
FEDERATION




 e.g. libraries, government agencies, museums, archives
 world-wide
 overlapping/complementary research interests
 NGOs?
 Industry?
 IT service organizations?
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DSpace Federation
 Why?
 Drive DSpace development
 open source model
 Build critical mass of content 
 support value-added services
 Leverage distributed expertise/services
 metadata, digital preservation
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DSpace Federation
 Why?
 Shared direction, leadership, priorities, goals, resources
 Standards development
 Putting weight behind “best practices”
 e.g. W3C, NISO, IETF, ARL/DLF standards
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DSpace Federation
 Why?
 Create educated consumers
 Build new markets
 Drive commercial development





 “Overlay” e-journals distributed at multiple institutions
 Distributed services, e.g.
 Cataloging/metadata
 Preservation of particular formats
 Authority control.
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DSpace Federation Project
 Cambridge University (UK)
 Columbia University (US)
 Cornell University (US)
 MIT (US)
 Ohio State University (US)
 University of Rochester (US)
 University of Toronto (Canada)
 University of Washington (US)
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 50-50 US/non-US
 Colleges and Universities
 Museums and Archives
 Government agencies
 Private industry
(e.g. ANZ banking group, Australia)
> 10,000 Downloads
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Conclusion
 Digital Libraries require stable infrastructure
 Commercial products are expensive, 
functionally lacking
 Open source software has great potential, 
presents challenges for our community
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Conclusion
Experiment, take risks
“Inventing the future requires giving up control. No 
one with a compelling purpose and a great vision 
knows how it will be achieved. One has to be 
willing to follow an unknown path, allowing the 
road to take you where it will. Surprise, serendipity, 
uncertainty and the unexpected are guaranteed on 
the way to the future.” 
George Land, Breakpoint & Beyond
